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The Parricide was first produced at La Mama Theatre, Melbourne, 
on 7 May 2014 with the following cast:

FEDYA Lyall Brooks
ANNA/KATYA Anneli Bjorasen
KOLYA/MITYA Nick Simpson-Deeks
ELENA/GRUSHENKA Odette Joannidis
KARAKOZOV/ALYOSHA Gabriel Partington

Writer, Diane Stubbings
Director, Karen Berger
Dramaturg, Dave Letch
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DEVELOPMENT

The Parricide had its first reading at Parnassus’ Den (Sydney, May 
2009) with the following cast and creatives:

FEDYA     Tony Sloman
ANNA     Sally Cahill
KOLYA     Anthony Phelan
ELENA     Linden Wilkinson
KARAKOZOV    Matt Minto
DIRECTOR    Dave Letch

The play had a second reading at Parnassus’ Den (October 2010) with 
the following cast changes:

ANNA     Kate Worsley
KOLYA     Jonathan Hardy
KARAKOZOV    Gus Murray

As a result of funding provided by the R.E. Ross Trust, The Parricide 
was workshopped in October 2011, with a subsequent reading at 
fortyfivedownstairs (Melbourne, November 2013) involving the 
following cast and creatives:

FEDYA     David Pidd
ANNA/KATYA    Isabella Dunwill
KOLYA/MITYA    Nick Simpson-Deeks
ELENA/GRUSHENKA   Odette Joannidis
KARAKOZOV/ALYOSHA   Gabriel Partington
DIRECTOR    Karen Berger
DRAMATURG    Dave Letch
SOUND     David Joseph
LIGHTING    Andy Turner
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CHARACTERS

FEDYA, a novelist (early–mid 40s)
ANNA, a stenographer (about 20)
KOLYA, a publisher (late 30s)
ELENA, a feminist and revolutionary (30s)
KARAKOZOV, a student revolutionary (20s)
MITYA, a soldier (late 20s–early 30s)
ALYOSHA, a novice monk (early 20s)
GRUSHENKA, Mitya’s lover (30s)
KATYA, Mitya’s fiancée (20s)

The parts of KOLYA/ MITYA, KARAKOZOV/ALYOSHA, ELENA/
GRUSHENKA and ANNA/KATYA should be doubled. 
Other parts—LANDLADY, SOLDIER, STUDENTS, OFFICERS, etc.—are 
played by the Company.
The play requires a cast of five: two women and three men.

SETTING

St Petersburg, Russia, 1860s. 
The set should be open and sparse, and able to accommodate a 
number of different settings. There may be some chairs scattered 
about, as well as numerous piles of books and papers. While it will 
overwhelmingly represent Fedya’s dark and dingy flat, it needs to also 
serve as offices, streets, and the flats of other characters.
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SCENE ONE

Darkness.

A slow, slow pounding. It starts soft, but gradually gets louder.

The pace of the pounding quickens.

OLD MAN: [from out of the darkness] Who’s there?
The OLD MAN lights a lamp. In the glow of the lamp, we see 
FEDYA. He is lost in thought. 

Who’s there?
Barely seen, a hand comes down violently on the OLD MAN’s 
head. The blow knocks the OLD MAN off his feet. He loses hold 
of the lamp. Another blow to the OLD MAN’s head.

Monster! Parricide!
The light around the fallen lamp begins to take on a reddish 
tinge.

More blows to the OLD MAN’s head. The blows are fevered. 
Urgent. The OLD MAN’s groans slowly subside. 

The noise of the blows morphs into that of a broom banging 
against a ceiling.

LANDLADY: [off] Murder! Murder! 
FEDYA: Be quiet…
LANDLADY: [off] Officers. Hurry—!
FEDYA: Be quiet.
LANDLADY: [off] Before it’s me he kills—!

An explosion. Sudden. Distant.

A second explosion.
[Off] Mother of God! Mother of God!

A commotion somewhere outside. Voices. Whistles. All moving 
away from where we are.
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2 DIANE STUBBINGS

Then a silence—a waiting silence.

A third distant explosion.

With each explosion, the intensity of the red light has increased. 
It is as though FEDYA is swimming in blood.

Another silence.

The sound of the broom thumping. 
LANDLADY: [off] They’ve bombed Apraksin market, Fyodor 

Mikhailovich. The students have bombed the market square.
Do you hear me?!

FEDYA: Yes.
Yes. 
I hear you, yes.
The banging of the broom again.

LANDLADY: And the rent from last month, Fyodor Mikhailovich! The 
rent from last month. I’m still waiting for it.

Silence.

FEDYA in a pool of red light. 

On the other side of the stage—from a distant corner of his 
imagination—a figure emerges. It is MITYA, but it is impossible 
to see him clearly. He is just a shape in the darkness.

MITYA: [to FEDYA] Who of us—tell me, brother—who of us hasn’t 
wanted him dead?

SCENE TWO

FEDYA’s flat. The room is darkened.

FEDYA is working, scribbling notes in a notebook. (This notebook 
should be distinctive. It should be clear that when FEDYA is writing 
in the notebook—as opposed to loose sheets of scrap paper—he is 
working on his story of the parricide.) 
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MITYA—the figure from his imagination—is clearly there in the room 
with him. He watches over FEDYA’s shoulder as he writes.

MITYA: You have it wrong.
[Pointing to the notebook] There.
I said I wanted him dead. 
I didn’t say I killed him.

FEDYA: [without looking at him] You were jealous—
MITYA: Of my father?
FEDYA: There’s a woman—
MITYA: You think I’d kill him because of her?
FEDYA: And money.

Arguments about money.
MITYA: When have there not been?
FEDYA: She led you on, this woman. Feigned that she would accept 

your father’s proposal. Made you desperate…
FEDYA writes.

MITYA: Beauty’s a terrible thing, brother. Mysterious and terrible all 
in the one moment. I look at her and want nothing more than to 
destroy myself. And then to have to listen to father—boasting how 
he keeps three thousand roubles in the house—just so he can have 
her… 

Footsteps on the stairs.

ELENA enters. She opens the shutters on the window, letting in a 
cold, blue daylight. 

MITYA is no longer in the room.

ELENA kisses FEDYA.
FEDYA: Not now.
ELENA: You’re working, yes. We could hear you all the way down the 

stairs.
FEDYA: We?
ELENA: [going to the door, calling through] It’s fine. He’ll see us.

KARAKOZOV enters. He fidgets. He seems nervous.
ELENA: [to FEDYA] You’ve been killing people again, your landlady 

tells us. 
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4 DIANE STUBBINGS

FEDYA: Who’s this?
ELENA: [to KARAKOZOV] Fedya likes to live out his imaginings. Don’t 

you, Fedya? Play-act the deed before he commits it to paper.
FEDYA: I’m a curiosity for strangers, am I?
ELENA: What’s it about this time, Fedya?

Another romantic triangle by the sound of it. A young man 
obsessed with a beautiful woman. And the old man who comes 
between them.

A stale sort of idea, don’t you think?
FEDYA: What do you want?
ELENA: Has the young man killed the old one? Is that how it works?
FEDYA: [referring to KARAKOZOV] Your new pet, is he?
ELENA: It’s not me who keeps the pets.

A beat.
ELENA: This is Dmitri Karakozov, Fedya.

He’s a student. / Or was. 
FEDYA: You were the bombs. Last night.
KARAK: Not me.
FEDYA: Your brothers then.
ELENA: He’s barely been here two days. He knows nothing of the 

bombings.
The university in Kazan expelled him. For not paying his fees. 

KARAK: It’s an honour—
FEDYA: I’ve no money for poor students. 
ELENA: He’s not come here asking for money.
FEDYA: What were you studying?
KARAK: Science.
FEDYA: Science? You believe then that a man is built from the scraps 

of the earth—?
KARAK: No—
FEDYA: A raking together of the right measure of dirt and grease and 

steel—and there he is—
KARAK: No—
FEDYA: A mere engine, driven by nothing other than the cold spark of 

reason—
ELENA: That a man has the right to be free—that is what he believes.
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FEDYA: Is there anyone who believes otherwise?
ELENA: Our Tsar—
FEDYA: Our Tsar has freed the serfs—
ELENA: To do what? To be what? 
FEDYA: Perhaps they threw him out of the university because he’s lacks 

the capacity to speak for himself. 
ELENA: He dreads your answer.
FEDYA: My answer to what?
KARAK: I have a letter…
FEDYA: Of concern to me because… ?
ELENA: You have access to publishers.
FEDYA: As do you.
ELENA: I haven’t your connections.

FEDYA holds out his hand for the letter.

He reads it.
KARAK: On behalf of the students of Kazan.
ELENA: On behalf of all students.
FEDYA: [handing it back to ELENA] Plaster it on the streets with the rest 

of their nonsense.
ELENA: It deserves better. You know it—
FEDYA: There is a man who waits across the alley—who opens every 

piece of mail before it comes through my door—who watches for 
me to take one wrong step—

ELENA: And informs on you so often they’re still sifting through reports 
from years ago.

[To KARAKOZOV] Tell him. Go on. What you told me.
KARAK: When they knew I was coming to Petersburg…

There are few writers who the students respect as much as you. 
Because of how much you’ve sacrificed already.

FEDYA: I’m done with revolution. I’ve served my time for it.
ELENA: Yet nothing has changed. 

This is the future / of Russia, Fedya.
FEDYA: You think the beggar in the street cares about the future of 

Russia?
ELENA: If it means more bread in his mouth—
FEDYA: Because then he’ll be happy?
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6 DIANE STUBBINGS

ELENA: Because then he’ll no longer be so distracted by hunger that he 
can’t find the path to his own happiness.

FEDYA: In the paradise you’d build for him?
KARAK: That we will give him the means to build for himself.

A long beat.

FEDYA puts out his hand for the letter.

SCENE THREE

The actor playing KARAKOZOV transitions into ALYOSHA. As he does 
so—

[KARAKOZOV]: It’s only the ordinary who must live in obedience. This 
is what Dostoyevsky taught me. That the extraordinary have the 
right—the duty—to step over the mundane obstacles of ordinary 
law, of entitlement… And each man’s life is the proving ground. 
Whether he is an ordinary man—or one among the extraordinary.

The actor adds the final elements of ALYOSHA’s costume; 
becomes fully ALYOSHA.

SCENE FOUR

Night. FEDYA’s flat. FEDYA in the shadows. He is writing (in the 
notebook). MITYA and ALYOSHA are with him. 

FEDYA: You’ll begin not at a university, but in a monastery…?
ALYOSHA: I believe in God?
FEDYA: You believe in truth.
MITYA: Truth is whatever we can get away with.

A woman’s flesh in your hand.
FEDYA: You devote yourself to the elder there. At the monastery. Watch 

for him to show you the way forward. The moment when it comes.
ALYOSHA: To do what? Go where?
FEDYA: Bringing light to darkness. Your only goal. But taking a path so 

far from the ordinary…
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If you’d like to continue reading this script, 
you’ll find it available for purchase at 

The definitive online destination for quality Australian playwriting.




